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Abstract—The dramatic growth of mobile application usage has posed great pressure on application developers to better manage

their backend capacity. Rule-based or schedule-based auto-scalingmechanisms have been proposed, but it is difficult or expensive

to frequently adjust the backend capacity to track the burstiness of mobile traffic. In this paper, we explore a fundamentally different

approach. Instead of scaling the backend in line with themobile traffic, we smooth out traffic profiles to reduce the required backend

capacity and increase its utilization. Our proposed solution, calledRazor, is inspired by two key insights onmobile traffic. First, mobile

traffic exhibits high short-term fluctuations but steady long-term trend, so that wemay temporarily delay user requests and periodically

adapt backend capacity based on the predicted traffic volume. Second, user requests have different priorities: while some requests are

urgent (e.g., sending amessage), some are delay-tolerant (e.g., changing the profile photo) and can be postponed without much

influence on the user experience. Based on these observations, our design features a two-tier architecture: on a long timescale, Razor

predicts future traffic usingmachine learning algorithms and plans the optimal backend capacity tominimize the budget with performance

guarantee; on a short timescale, Razor schedules which requests to delay and by howmuch time to delay according to their delay

tolerance.We implement a fully-functional prototype of Razor, and evaluate its performancewith both real and synthetic traces.

Extensive experimental results show that Razor can effectively help mobile application developers reduce their backend cost while

guaranteeing the user experience.

Index Terms—Mobile application, backend management, dynamic request scheduling

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

CONSUMERS worldwide downloaded 149 billion mobile
applications to their connected devices in 2016, and it is

projected that 353 billion will be downloaded per year by
2021 [1]. For mobile application developers, there are mainly
two concerns: frontend design and backend support. As
shown in Fig. 1, users interact with the frontend, a user-
friendly interface, and the operationswill be sent via applica-
tion programming interface (API) requests to the backend for
processing.

Managing the backend is of significant importance to
mobile application developers, whose objective is to main-
tain service quality at the lowest possible budget. Normally,
the backend of mobile applications can be built on ready-
made and customizable Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS)
cloud platforms (e.g., Amazon EC2 [2], Google Compute
Engine [3]) or Mobile-backend-as-a-Service (MBaaS) cloud
platforms. These cloud platforms provide on-demand cap-
acities and adopt the pay-as-you-go model. For example,
Amazon EC2 charges users for compute capacity by the hour
or second. In addition, it takes several minutes to start or ter-
minate an instance, making it difficult or impossible to adjust

the backend capacity quickly, enough to track real-time fluc-
tuations in user request demand [4]. All these factors make it
challenging for mobile application developers to manage the
backend in a cost-effective way.

Several solutions have been proposed to address the
mismatch between fluctuated user traffic and capacity pro-
visioning. These solutions can be broadly classified into
two categories: dynamic resource adaptation and user
traffic scheduling. However, existing approaches in the
literature have some limitations. Most academic solutions
related to dynamic resource adaptation fail to consider the
latency in adjusting backend capacities. Solutions from the
industry, on the other hand, are usually heuristic but
inefficient. For example, Autoscaling in Amazon EC2
allows developers to define policies to specify when and
how much to scale up or down the number of instances
(e.g., add one instance when the CPU utilization is greater
than 60 percent).

In contrast, an ideal autoscaling policy requires develop-
ers to have amuch deeper understanding on the relationship
between user traffic and the required number of instances,
which is not available in most cases. Meanwhile, it is not
always beneficial (or economical) for developers to fre-
quently start or terminate instances, since the traffic peaks
are usually short-lived, and the instances are charged on an
hourly basis. Existing user traffic scheduling mechanisms
are mostly designed for jobs that would last for several
minutes with deadlines, but not mobile user requests that
have large volumes but short processing times.

In this paper, we take a different perspective to tackle this
problem. Instead of frequently altering backend configurations,
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we choose to smooth outmobile traffic to reduce the required
backend capacity and increase its utilization.We are inspired
by two key insights on mobile traffic. First, the burstiness of
mobile traffic is transitional, and the general trend can be
predicted. The usage of mobile applications often follows
diurnal patterns, and can be learned with historical data.
Instantaneous traffic burstiness may be handled by delaying
some user requests for a short period of time. Second, not all
user requests are “created equal.” For instance, in a messag-
ing application, users expect timely processing on requests
such as sending a message, but are less anxious about requests
such as changing the profile photo. During traffic peaks, pri-
oritizing urgent requests and postponing delay-tolerant
requests may not necessarily result in a degraded user expe-
rience. These two observations motivate us to help develop-
ers make suitable decisions on backend capacity planning
and user request scheduling.

In this paper, we present Razor, a new backend manage-
ment mechanism that enables mobile application developers
to optimize underlying infrastructures while maintaining
service quality. Based on our key insights, Razor features a
two-tier structure. On a long timescale, Razor periodically
predicts future mobile traffic using machine learning
algorithms and derives the optimal backend capacity for the
developer to make the appropriate adjustment in the next
time period. On a short timescale, Razor reduces the instanta-
neous peak traffic by deciding which user requests to delay,
and by buffering these requests with their delay-tolerance
restriction.

Highlights of our original contributions are as follows.
First, with Razor,we are able to helpmobile application devel-
opers address the dynamic backend capacity management

problemwith less cost. Second, our algorithm smooths out the
peak load in backend, without compromising the quality-
of-experience from the perspective of mobile users. Finally,
Razor allows the backend to handle different delay-toler-
ance requests with rescheduling, which increases backend
utilization.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes the background of this work and presents
an overview of Razor’s design. Section 3.1 demonstrates our
solution for optimal capacity planning. Section 3.2 compares
four machine learning algorithms and Section 3.3 introduces
a new request scheduling mechanism in the backend.
Section 4 resolves implementation issues of Razor. Section 5
provides an extensive evaluation of Razor using three differ-
ent traffic traces. Section 6 discusses the limitations of Razor.
Section 7 reviews related work in the context of this paper.
Section 8 finally summarize the paper.

2 BACKGROUND

2.1 Mobile Traffic

Mobile traffic features significant short-term variations and
steady long-term trend. An analysis on real-world mobile
traffic traces is presented in [5]. It is shown that the mobile
data traffic exhibits burstiness over short timescale (e.g., 30
seconds) and demonstrated that to delay mobile traffic for a
few seconds will not affect user experience. Similar observa-
tions are made in some other works that use unpublished
private datasets. In Fig. 2, we plot the requests per-minute
of the World Cup 1998 website access records [6]. It is clear
that the traffic has a diurnal pattern but with instant wild
fluctuations. The general trend enables us to predict future
mobile traffic based on historical data, and the short-term
burstiness can be smoothed through request delay.

2.2 Auto Scaling

Mainstream cloud service providers [7], [8] have offered
rule-based (e.g., CPU utilization thresholds) or schedule-
based (e.g., time-of-the-day) auto-scaling mechanisms that
allow developers to scale the capacity up or down automati-
cally according to predefined policies. Amazon Web Service
(AWS) offers Auto Scaling, a rule-based auto-scaling mecha-
nism that enables developers to use one or more perfor-
mance metrics to define a scaling up or scaling down policy.
The developer should specify the threshold, the time for the
conditions to last to trigger the scaling, and the actions to
take. These autoscaling mechanisms seem simple but areFig. 2. Traffic fluctuations and diurnal pattern.

Fig. 1. Application development: Frontend and backend.
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inefficient in practice. To designate an ideal autoscaling pol-
icy, the developer needs to have a deep understanding of the
relationship between the mobile traffic and the backend
capacity, which is largely unavailable. For instance, the traf-
fic fluctuations may lead to high or low CPU utilization.
Nevertheless, it may not be necessary to scale up or down
the capacity as the fluctuations may be momentary. Further-
more, even if capacity scaling is required, it is not sure how
much capacity to scale up or down. Thus it is difficult for
developers to take advantage of such autoscaling mecha-
nisms for efficient backendmanagement.

2.3 Startup and Shutdown Time

Another concern is the latency in backend capacity adjust-
ment in the cloud environment. The time it takes to increase
or decrease the number of instances is influenced by various
factors such as the instance type, the OS image size, and the
number of instances in concern. It is shown in [4] that the
startup time of an instance can be as high as 15 minutes. Our
experimental results is given in Fig. 4, showing that it takes
more than one minute to launch or terminate an instance,
during which the mobile traffic may have already changed.
In Fig. 4, we can observe that the number of instances only
slightly increases the launching or termination latency, while
the type and family (i.e., t2 or c4) of instances has a more
appreciable influence. Understanding the latency help Razor
to plan ahead and make better resource provisioning
decisions.

2.4 Pricing Model

Cloud platforms adopt a pay-as-you-go billing model, i.e.,
developers need to pay for their resource usage. For instance,
Amazon EC2 offers on-demand instances, spot instances,
reserved instances and dedicated hosts, each with a different
pricing model [9]. Throughout this paper, we focus on the
on-demand instance. Amazon on-demand EC2 instances
usually charges users for compute capacity by the hour,
namely each partial instance-hour consumedwill be billed as
a full hour or per-second. Additionally, users are charged
from the time instances are launched until they are termi-
nated or stopped. In other words, startup and shutdown time

will also be charged. Therefore, it is critical for developers to
make careful decisions onwhether or not to scale up or down
the backend capacity.

2.5 Architecture

Fig. 3 illustrates the two-tier architecture of Razor: long-
term backend capacity planning and short-term request
scheduling.

Backend capacity planning is conducted periodically on
a relatively long timescale, e.g., per hour, since it is either
difficult or costly to frequently change the backend capacity.
The objective is sufficient capacity provision with reduced
cost. The optimal backend capacity for the next time stage is
calculated based on the predicted future mobile traffic and
the delay-tolerance of each type of requests specified by the
developer.

Request scheduling is performed on a short timescale,
e.g., per minute, to smooth the short-term peaks by prioritiz-
ing delay-sensitive requests and buffering delay-tolerant
requests based on the request dynamics. Such request sched-
uling aims at reducing the peak-to-average ratio of requests
within the current time stage, but is not designed for persis-
tent request congestion, which will be prevented through
periodic backend capacity adjustment.

3 RAZOR: SYSTEM DESIGN

In this section, we first present the optimization model that
minimizes the cost of backend under constraints of request
delay. We then proceed to describe how future request
demand can be predicted, and to evaluate the performance
of different machine learning algorithms. Finally, we show
how dynamic request scheduling can be performed.

3.1 Backend Capacity Optimization

We define the backend capacity as the maximum number of
requests that can be served per minute, which is closely
related to the cost of the backend (e.g., the number of instan-
ces required on Amazon EC2). We assume that backend
capacity planning is conducted every hour, and the devel-
oper will be notified of the optimal backend capacity for the

Fig. 3. Architecture of Razor.
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next hour with enough time to make the adjustment. The
adjustment can also be automated through an API overlay-
ing the existing autoscaling mechanisms in public cloud
platforms.

Let N denote the required backend capacity, to be deter-
mined by the optimization model. The developer classifies
all possible requests of the application into K types accord-
ing to their delay tolerance, and feed the designated request
types as input to Razor. An hour consists of i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; 60
minutes, during which the backend capacity is fixed. Let nk

i

denote the estimated number of type k requests that will
arrive at the ith minute in the next hour. Without Razor, to
guarantee the performance of the backend, the developer
has to make sure that the backend capacity is greater than
the peak demand, i.e.,N � maxi

P
k n

k
i .

We make the simplified assumption that all requests gen-
erated in a specific hour will be served within that hour. In
other words, during the current hour, the backend will nei-
ther handle requests from the previous hour, nor put off
requests to the next hour. At the ith minute, let dkij 2 ½0; 1�
denote the proportion of the nk

i requests that will be post-
poned to the jth minute. All requests to be served at the jth

minute, denoted by Nj, include those deferred from the pre-
vious minutes to the jth minute, and those generated and

instantly served in the jth minute, i.e.,Nj ¼
Pj�1

i¼1

PK
k¼1 d

k
ijn

k
iþPK

k¼1 d
k
jjn

k
j ¼

Pj
i¼1

PK
k¼1 d

k
ijn

k
i . To guarantee the performance

of the backend, its capacity should be larger than the peak
demand after request scheduling, i.e.,N � maxj2½1;60� Nj.

Razor classifies requests from the frontend according to
the impact of their delay on the quality of service experienced
by users. To illustrate this, we consider the following main-
stream traffic classes with different delay tolerance (tolerant
to urgent): (a) Streaming requests (e.g., video streaming).
Since streaming data is often buffered beforehand, these
requests are delay tolerant when their playback buffer is not
empty. (b) Download requests (e.g., large file download). As
large file downloading usually runs in the background, these
requests can tolerate short delays since users usually expect
to wait a little while for the download to complete. (c) Batch
requests (e.g., batch database batch query). The results to the
batch query can be returned in several parts with certain
delay. (d) Large page requests (e.g., web browsing [5]). Due
to their small size, mobile devices can only display a small
portion of a website at any given time, thus off-screen con-
tents can be downloaded a little bit later without impacting
the user experience. (e) Customized requests (e.g., changing
account information). The app developer can specify delay
tolerance for customized requests based on use case.

Delaying requests for a long timewill affect the user expe-
rience, thus the developer needs to have a control over how
many and how long a certain type of requests can be delayed.
Razor allows the developer to set the upper-bound of dkij as

dkij, which depends on the request type k and the length of
delay j� i. For instance, in a web browsing application,
mobile devices like smartphones and tablets can display
only a small portion of the whole webpage at a given time
due to their small screen sizes. Requests for contents that
will be shown on the screen are the most urgent type of
requests and should not be delayed, so that the developer

can simply set 8j > i; ddownload showing content
ij ¼ 0; if no request

should be delayed for more than 2 minutes, the developer
can simply stipulate that 8k; dkij ¼ 0; if j� i > 2.

As the backend cost will monotonically increase with the
backend capacity, we set the objective of Razor as to mini-
mize the required backend capacity, without violating the
constraint on dkij designated by the developer

min
dk
ij

N; (1)

subject to N � max
j2½1;60�

Nj; (2)

Nj ¼
Xj

i¼1

XK
k¼1

dkijn
k
i ; 8j; (3)

X60
j¼i

dkij ¼ 1; 8i; 8k; (4)

0 � dkij � dkij; 8i; 8j; 8k: (5)

Constraint (2) guarantees that the backend capacity is
greater than the smoothed peak demand. Constraint (4)
ensures that all the requests initiated in the ith minute are

Fig. 4. Time for launching or terminating instances.
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served, either instantly or in later minutes. The objective
function is minimized through variables dkij, and we can get
the optimal backend capacity asN� ¼ maxj2½0;60�N�

j , in which
N�

j ¼ Pj
i¼1

PK
k¼1 d

k
ij

�
nk
i . The optimization problem (1) is a lin-

ear programming problem, and can be solved by existing
algorithms such as Simplex and Interior point algorithms.
Fig. 5 gives an example of how the backend capacity optimi-
zation of Razor works with the FIFA trace. It is shown that
the demand profile is smoothed and the required backend
capacity is lower.

3.2 Future Demand Prediction

The expected number of requests generated at the ith minute
in the next hour is needed as input for the backend capacity
optimization. Network traffic prediction is a well-studied
problem, with many proposals for better and more expres-
sive prediction algorithms, which can be classified into two
categories: linear methods and nonlinear methods. The most
widely adopted linear prediction methods are based on
ARMA/ARIMA [10], [11], which heavily rely on the mean
values of historical series data. With the recent rise of
machine learning, there has been increased interest in non-
linear adaptive prediction methods based on machine learn-
ing algorithms [12], [13], which are able to capture the rapid
variations underlying the traffic load and outperform linear
methods. For instance, Neural Networks (NN) are widely
used for modeling and predicting network traffic since they
can learn complex non-linear patterns and unusual traffic
patterns thanks to their strong self-learning and self-
adaptive capabilities.

In this paper, we leverage machine learning algorithms to
predict future demand based on historical data. There is a
wide variety of machine learning algorithms for data predic-
tion, each of which has their advantages and disadvantages.
We focus on four widely-used algorithms: linear regression
(LR), single-hidden-layer multilayer perceptron (sMLP),
deep belief networks (DBN), and convolutional neural net-
works (CNN). Linear regression and sMLP are simple
machine learning models, while DBN and CNN are deep
learning models. In addition, we discuss the compromise
between the desired prediction accuracy and training time of
the fourmachine learning algorithms.

Historical data are collected in the form of the number of
requests generated in each minute. The input vector x to the
machine learningmodel should contain the best predictors for
nk
i . Two potential factors should be taken into consideration.

One is temporal-proximity, i.e., the most recent demand indi-
cates the near future. The other is diurnal effect, i.e., demands
at the same time of each day have a similar trend, as shown
in Fig. 2. Therefore, we use the demand of the previous two
hours and the demand around the same time of the previous
two days as the input vector to predict nk

i , i.e., x ¼ ðnk
i�180;

. . . ; nk
i�61; n

k
i�1440�180; . . . ; n

k
i�1440þ179; n

k
i�1440�2�180; . . .n

k
i�1440�2þ179Þ,

and Y ¼ nk
i . Furthermore, we normalize entries in the input

vectors as x ! x=maxfnk
i g.

In this paper, we use the World Cup 1998 trace during
April 30, 1998 � July 26, 1998 to evaluate the performance of
the four machine learning models. TheWorld Cup trace con-
sists of access logs andwe count the number of request gener-
ated in each minute as one sample. Thus, there are 80,000
samples for training, 20,000 samples for validation, and
20,000 samples for testing. We run the four machine learning
algorithms on a desktop computer with a 3.6 GHz Inter Core
i7-4790 CPU and 8 GB memory. As shown in Fig. 6a, deep
learning models outperform simple models in terms of accu-
racy, since deep learning models are more powerful in dis-
covering the intricate relationship between the input and the
output. As shown in Fig. 6b, the training time of deep learn-
ing models is far higher than that of simple models, which is
not surprising since the deep learning models contain far
more parameters to be learned. The training time of DBN and
CNN also depends on the choice of the number of layers and
neurons in each layer. Though the training time diverges con-
siderably, given a new input, it takes almost the same time
(less than a second) for the trained models of all four algo-
rithms to yield the prediction result. Therefore, it is possible
for Razor to re-train the deep learning models on a daily or
weekly basis, and use the trainedmodel for online prediction.

3.3 Dynamic Request Scheduling

After the optimal backend capacity has been calculated
according to Equation (1), the developer will adjust the
instance configuration on Amazon EC2 accordingly, and
such backend capacity will be fixed for the next hour. Given
the backend capacity for the hour, to ensure that the backend
will not be overwhelmed by the instantaneous request
demand,we design and implement a dynamic request sched-
uling strategy.

Razor schedules requests from users based on the back-
end capacity and delay tolerance of these requests. The
requests of a more delay-sensitive type get a higher priority
and will be scheduled earlier. The most urgent requests will

Fig. 5. Request demand smoothing by Razor.
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be handled instantly without delay, and the most delay-tol-
erant requests will be postponed for a relatively longer
period of time. For requests with the same delay tolerance,
those with an earlier arrival time will get a higher priority.

As shown in Fig. 7, at each minute t, the requests in the
system are in one of the four states: new arrivals, pending,
processing and finished. At the beginning of minute t, there
areRðtÞ requests being processed, F ðtÞ new arrivals and P ðtÞ
pending requests. First of all, themost urgent type of requests
should not be delayed, thus the backend will process these
request immediately. In addition, an initial priority will be
assigned to each request in the pending status according to
their delay tolerance. A delay-sensitive request will have a
higher initial priority, and a delay-tolerant request will have
a lower initial priority. The priority of pending requests will
increase along with time. During minute t,N �RðtÞ requests

with the highest priority (either pending or new arrival
requests) will be launched into the processing status. The
new arrivals with lower priority are then pended, and some
pending requests remain pended until the next time slot.
Duringminute t, a proportion u of the requests in the process-
ing state will be finished, while the remaining ð1� uÞRðtÞ
requests will still be under processing.

A major problem facing dynamic request scheduling on
the backend is that the new backend capacity calculated
based on the optimization problem (1) may not be able to
accommodate the newly arrived requests during the next
hour. More specifically, future request demand cannot be
precisely predicted, and it is possible that the real traffic is
higher than expected. To mitigate this problem, we design a
threshold-based request scheduling mechanism as summa-
rized in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. Threshold-Based Dynamic Request
Scheduling Algorithm

Input: Newly-arrived requests ri, capacity for each minute N ,
number of time slots T , threshold en � N=T .
1: Calculate the available capacity for each time slot as

ec ¼ N=T .
2: if Request ri is most urgent then
3: Process request ri instantly.
4: Update the threshold en ¼ en� 1.
5: Update the available capacity ec ¼ ec� 1.
6: end if
7: if Request ri is delay-tolerant then
8: if Pending queue is empty and en is non-zero then
9: Process request ri instantly.
10: Update the threshold en ¼ en� 1.
11: Update the available capacity ec ¼ ec� 1.
12: else
13: Put request ri into the pending queue.
14: end if
15: end if
16: Rank requests in the pending queue in a non-ascending

order of priorities.
17: if ec is non-zero then
18: Process the first ec requests in the pending queue.
19: end if

We divide each minute into T smaller time slots, say 5
seconds, so the capacity for each time slot will be N=T . The
granularity of the time slot should be small, since newly-
arrived requests that are delay-tolerant will be buffered in a
queue to be scheduled based on their priority, which means

Fig. 7. Dynamic request scheduling.

Fig. 6. Prediction accuracy and training time.
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that these requests will be delayed for at least one time slot.
The most urgent newly-arrived requests will be processed
instantly in any circumstances to avoid user experience deg-
radation. We set a threshold en � N=T for dynamic request
scheduling. If the pending queue is empty and there are
fewer than en requests being processed in the current time
slot, other newly-arrived requests will be processed instantly;
otherwise, these newly-arrived requests will be put into the
pending queue, ranked in a non-ascending order of priorities
that are jointly determined by the delay tolerance and arrival
time. Requests in the pending queue will be scheduled later
according to their priorities.

4 IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, we first discuss issues of backend capacity
implementation on public cloud platforms, and then address
the problem of implementing dynamic request scheduling.

4.1 Backend Capacity Optimization

Backend Capacity Realization. In Section 3.1, we have derived
the optimal backend capacity in terms of themaximum num-
ber of requests that can be served in unit time. We need to
identify the number of instances needed in Amazon EC2 to
realize such an optimal backend capacity. In this paper, we
use t2 family of instances because it is commonly used in
almost all existing general-purpose workloads, e.g., websites
andmobile applications. There is a wide selection of instance
types provided by AWS, and developer can select an optimal
instance type for their applications and exploit the relation-
ship between the backend capacity and the number of needed
instances as follows.We adopt the autoscaling policy of AWS
and set the CPU utilization threshold as 50 percent, i.e., we
fix the number of instances as a and gradually increase the
number of requests to see when the CPU utilization will hit
50 percent. In this way, we can get the maximum number of
requests NðaÞ that can be served by a instances. In turn, it is
indicated that to realize a backend capacity ofNðaÞ, a number
of a instances are needed. Through experiments, we can
obtain the relationship between the backend capacity and the
number of needed instances as shown in Fig. 8. It is shown
that the backend capacity is approximately a linear function
of the number of instances, and the slope of the linear func-
tion depends on the type of instances.

Backend Capacity Adjustments. If the optimal backend
capacity for the next hour turns out to be the same as that of

the current hour, the developer does not have to make any
changes. If the optimal backend capacity for the next hour is
higher or lower than that of the current hour, the developer
can increase or decrease the number of instances according
to the relationship between the backend capacity and the
number of needed instances as discussed above. More spe-
cifically, when scaling down backend capacity, the devel-
oper should choose which instances to shut down. Razor
closely monitors the operation time of each instance and
selects the instances that are approaching full hour as poten-
tial ones to terminate. In our implementation, we set one
hour as the cycle for backend capacity optimization and
adjustment. Considering the launching and termination
latency as shown in Fig. 4 and the time to solve the optimiza-
tion problem, we perform backend capacity optimization 10
minutes before the upcoming hour.We dynamically scale up
or down the number of instances in the cloud by changing
the configuration file base on Section 3.1. We also record his-
torical request processing time and request information as
the basis to improve the system performance.

4.2 Request Scheduling Cost

In our request scheduling mechanism, we use a queue to
temporarily buffer delay-tolerant requests, which will lead
to storage overhead.We analyze this storage overhead under
two different circumstances: queue in memory and queue in
disk.

In order tomake full use of the CPU andmemory, we keep
all requests in the memory (newly arrived, pending, and in-
processing requests) in our implementation. In this way, we
can reduce latency as much as possible, and such latency is
also evaluated through experiments in Section 5. In our
implementation, we find that the memory of the instances
deployed according to our optimal backend capacity plan-
ning is enough for queueing the requests during dynamic
request scheduling. Therefore, there is no extra cost since the
instances have already been paid for. In the case that a huge
number of requests have arrived such that a large space is
needed for request buffering, we may need to save some of
the requests in disk using serialization. This might cause
additional cost but it is much cheaper than the payment for
instances in the cloud.

5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we first develop a testbed of Razor on Amazon
EC2 on-demand instances, then compare Razor with two
benchmarks in terms of the backend cost and utilization,
using both real and synthetic datasets.We also evaluate Razor
under different parameter settings.

5.1 Testbed

The testbed of Razor is developed using the t2.micro on-
demand instance in the US west (Oregon) in Amazon EC2
with 1 vCPU, 1 GiB memory [9]. To simulate backend, we
created an Amazon Machine Image (AMI), where a shell
script is added to /etc/rc.laocal so that Razor can keep run-
ning once the instance is launched using this AMI. To record
the real delay of every request, we created a mysql database
in Amazon Relational Database Service (RDS), where we can
note down every request log from each instance in service.

Fig. 8. Relationship between the backend capacity and the number of
needed instances.
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We use the collected data trace as input to the optimization
problem in Equation (1). We use bills from Amazon to show
the real cost. Since Amazon EC2 does not break the bills into
individual requests, we do not report the cost of each request
but the overall cost.

We have developed a series of test generator, each of
which can send emulated traffic that consists of different
types of requests, such as resource request, database requests
and so on. We divide them intoK ¼ 5 types: type 1 requests
are the most urgent and type 5 requests are the most delay-
tolerant. No request should be delayed for more than 2
minutes, and maximum delayed time of type 1� 5 requests
is 10, 30, 60, 90 and 120 seconds, respectively.

We choose two benchmarks to compare with Razor: peak
scaling (Maxscaling) and Autoscaling in AWS [7]. In
Maxscaling, we allocate enough EC2 instances to scale the
backend capacity to meet the (predicted) peak demand in the
upcoming hour and the number of instances are updated
hourly. For Autoscaling in AWS, we choose the rule-based
autoscaling mechanism, and the number of instances can
change at any time once the autoscaling policy is triggered.

Autoscaling policies in AWS are set as follow: 1) scale-down
policy: remove 1 instance when the average CPU utilization
is between 10 and 20 percent for 600 seconds, remove 2
instance when the average CPU utilization is between 0 and
10 percent for 600 seconds; 2) scale-up policy: add 1 instance
when the average CPU utilization is between 50 and 60
percent for 300 seconds, add 2 instances when the average
CPU utilization is between 60 and 80 percent for 300 seconds,
add 3 instances when the average CPU utilization is between
80 and 100 percent for 300 seconds. To maintain a reasonable
user experience, we target at a CPU utilization of no more
than 50 percent. In other words, we keep each instance run-
ning at no more than 50 percent capacity. Note that there are
potentially infinite number of ways to set the autoscaling pol-
icies in AWS. We have experimented with numerous differ-
ent policies, and choose the one with the best performance
for comparison.

5.2 Dataset

Since the patterns of mobile traffic are infinite, we adopt
three different datasets for a fair comparison, including one
real and two synthetic dataset for evaluation.

Real Dataset. Web browsing applications are one of the top
generators of mobile traffic [5]. Unfortunately, to the best of
our knowledge, there is no public traces of mobile web appli-
cation traffic. To emulate the real-world traffic, we use the
World Cup trace to evaluate Razor, as mentioned in Section
3.2. This trace has been extensively used in the literature. It
contains all HTTP requests made to the World Cup website
in 92 days. During this period, the website has received
1,352,804,107 requests. In our future demand prediction, we
need to calculate the aggregate number of requests per min-
ute from these traces for training and prediction.

Synthetic Dataset. As poisson and uniform distribution are
often used to model distributions of users for network serv-
ices [14], [15], we generate a poisson and a uniform distribu-
tion dataset as follows. Assume that there are 100 users, each
generating requests according to a poisson or a uniform dis-
tribution. For each type of requests, we first generate a series
of values with a diurnal pattern (low demand at working
time, and high demand at leisure time), to represent the
request arrival rate at different time of a day for an average
user. Then, we compute the arrival rate for each individual
user. To simulate the burstiness over a short timescale, we
add noises to the arrival rate of the average user. Finally,
aggregating the number of requests from all users at each
minute yields the request demand dataset.

5.3 Simulation Result

Costs. Fig. 9 shows how the backend capacity changes as the
traffic changes. It is obvious that the number of instances
increases or decreases whenever the traffic goes up or down.
Compared with Maxscaling, Razor always allocates fewer
instances. In order tomatch the request demand, Autoscaling
changes the backend capacity more frequently than the other
two mechanisms when request demand fluctuates dramati-
cally. But such actions always fall behind the traffic changes
because of the rapidly-changing request demand and the
latency in launching or terminating instances. Razor periodi-
cally (per hour) plans the optimal backend capacity in
advance and the resulting backend capacity closely matches

Fig. 9. Comparison of Razor, Autoscaling, and Maxscaling when the traf-
fic is drawn from three datasets. The graph shows the traffic and the
number of instances in service. (a) Poisson dataset. (b) Uniform dataset.
(c) The World Cup 1998 trace.
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the incoming traffic with the least required instances. We can
observe that Razor may deploy a larger number of instances
(at the start of the hour) than AWS autoscaling if Razor pre-
dicts that the demand in the next hour is high. But on average,
Razor will deploy a lower number of instances than AWS
autoscaling since AWS autoscaling may respond to a burst of
traffic by adding toomany instances while Razor changes the
configuration less frequently and more properly by carefully
predicting future traffic demand.

In this experiment, we measured the average costs per
hour and accumulated costs by different scaling schemes in
the cloud. Fig. 11 shows that when the request demand

follows the Poisson dataset and Uniform dataset, Razor
always uses fewer billing hours than Autoscaling and
Maxscaling. This result confirms that Razor canmake proper
decisions for backend planning. Fig. 10 shows the accumu-
lated costs for the three scaling mechanisms. All the experi-
mental results on three datasets show a similar trend in
accumulated costs. When the request demand follows the
World Cup trace, Razor incurs 16.5 percent less cost than
Autoscaling and saves 25.4 percent cost compared to
Maxscaling. Overall, Razor outperforms the other two base-
lines and achieves the least cost. The benefits of Razor stem
from optimally planning backend capacity.

Backend Utilization. Razor performs capacity adjustment
according prediction to minimize the incurred cost. This, in
turn, improves the average backend utilization. Fig. 12 shows
the backend utilization achieved by the three scaling mecha-
nisms, computed on an hourly basis. Processed requests are
calculated as utilized capacity while others are not. Autoscal-
ing and Maxscaling have lower backend utilizations as they
request developers to set more instances to handle user
requests. Most of the time, Razor has the highest backend uti-
lization, compared with Autoscaling and Maxscaling. In our
experiments, the backend utilization can be improved by as
much as 54.9 percent with Razor.

Prediction Accuracy. Core elasticity regarding under-
provisioning and over-provisioning is an important aspect
to evaluate the effectiveness of resource provisioning mech-
anisms [16], [17], [18]. We can adopt the delay tolerance
non-miss rate or CPU utilization to differentiate under-
provisioning and over-provisioning, e.g., we deem the back-
end deployment as over-provisioning if the CPU utilization
is higher than a threshold. We show the prediction accuracy
in terms of over-provisioning and under-provisioning in
Fig. 13. It is shown that the resource supply of Razor can
closely track the resource demand. Since Razor aims to

Fig. 10. Accumulated cost of Razor, Autoscaling and Maxscaling for
three datasets. (a) Poisson dataset. (b) Uniform dataset. (c) The World
Cup 1998 trace.

Fig. 11. Billing hours of Razor, Autoscaling andMaxscaling for three data-
sets. (a) Poisson dataset. (b) Uniform dataset. (c) The World Cup 1998
trace.
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reduce the backend cost for developers, the instance deploy-
ment tends to incur more under-provisioning than over-
provisioning. Developers who are less cost-sensitive and
want to cater to user demand can adjust the objective function
in (1) to achieve a balance of under-provisioning and over-
provisioning, e.g., set the instance deployment higher thanN .

User Experience.Razor delays requests to smooth the traffic
profile and reduce the cost, so we check the reschedule rate
and delay tolerance non-miss rate to evaluate the influence of
Razor on user experience. It is shown in Fig. 14 that Razor
provides performance guarantees as it plans the backend
capacity tomeet estimated future demand based on historical
information. As shown in Fig. 14a, in Razor, only 12.9 percent
of type 5 requests, the most delay-tolerant type of requests,
are rescheduled, while far less than 10 percent other types
of requests are rescheduled. For all requests, more than
90 percent are finishedwithin the delay tolerance,which indi-
cates that Razor has little impact on user experience.

Delay Constraints. We vary the parameters of delay con-
straints in Razor to evaluate the corresponding backend cost.
Fig. 15 shows accumulated billing hours under different
delay constraints. If Razor can delay requests for a longer
time, meaning that the constraint on request delay is looser,
a lower backend capacity is needed and fewer instances are
required, e.g., a delay constraint of 10 minutes induces the
lower cost. The reduction of cost is high when the delay

constraint is tight, but will be insignificant when the delay
constraint is loose enough, e.g., the costs under delay con-
straints of 5 minutes and 10minutes are almost the same.

6 DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss some of the issues and limitations
of Razor.

6.1 Historic Data Collection

Razor relies on historic traces to learn the trend of request
demand in order to suggest an appropriate backend capacity
to application developers. It is essential to collect enough
training data samples for building a predictive model. How-
ever, for newly deployed mobile application backend, there
is a lack of historic data. We may resort to the observation in
cloud computing that recurring jobs have similar trend [19],
thus recurring user requests may reflect similar user usage
behaviors. Therefore, we may extend the limited data using
data augmentation techniques [20]. Note that the trend of
mobile application requests may change over time. There-
fore, we should only use data augmentation techniques at
the early deployment stage when there is scarce historic
data, and retrain the predictive model periodically to catch
the newest trend of request demand.

6.2 Backend Performance Variation

One of the concerns with cloud-based backend is that there
could be performance variations over time even if the same

Fig. 12. Backend utilization of Razor, Autoscaling and Maxscaling for
three datasets. (a) Poisson dataset. (b) Uniform dataset. (c) The World
Cup 1998 trace.

Fig. 13. Prediction accuracy of Razor for three datasets. (a) Poisson
dataset. (b) Uniform dataset. (c) The World Cup 1998 trace.
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instance type and number of instances are used [21]. A vari-
ation in machine performance will change the relationship
between the backend capacity and the number of instances,
which may lead to over-provisioning or under-provisioning
that may hurt the backend performance or utilization. Per-
formance variations in cloud are caused by various reasons
that are hard for us to monitor or control, e.g., multi-
tenancy, networks, and instance types. In our future work,
we will explore how to address performance variations,
e.g., seek for key indicators that reflects performance varia-
tions to adjust the backend planning.

6.3 Heterogeneous Instance Types

Cloud service providers provide a wide selection of instance
types that are optimized to fit different usage cases. In Razor,
we simplify the backend capacity as the number of requests
per minute, and suggests the corresponding number of
instances, but not consider the influence of different type of
instances on the cost. Using different types of instances to
cater for the same capacity (as defined as the number of
requests per minute) will result in different costs. In the
future, we will further model the relationship between the
instance type and the cost, and to suggest not only the num-
ber of instances, but also the most desirable instance type to
the application developers.

6.4 Switching Costs

Frequent changes in backend configuration will incur consid-
erable switching costs. In our implementation of Razor, we
choose one hour as the cycle for backend optimization and
adjustment, which is relatively long and the switching cost is
neglected. However, if the developer chooses a short adjust-
ment cycle, the switching costs in the optimization problem
should be taken into consideration. We can introduce a pen-
alty term in the optimization problem to control frequent
changes of backend configurations, e.g., blog jN �N0j, in
which N0 is the current configuration, and the value of b can
be adjusted to avoid significant deviation from the current
configuration.

6.5 Pending Queue Starvation Problem

The backend capacity planning optimization problem (1)
aims to ensure that the backend capacity planned for the hour
is able to serve all user traffic generated in the hour, thus the
pending queue will be empty at the end of the current hour
and will not affect the capacity planning for the next hour. In
practice, if the pending queue at the end of an hour is non-
empty, the backend planning for the next hour can be
adjusted as N þ DN , in which N is derived from (1) and DN
depends on the size of the pending queue. The computation
of DN based on the size of the pending queue will be an inter-
esting future direction.Another problem is that the pending
queue may grow too long due to a large deviation from the
real user demand to the prediction. In this case, the developer
can set a threshold for the size of the pending queue, beyond
which extra instances will be launched to avoid the pending
queue starvation problem. In our experiments, we set a CPU-
threshold-based scaling policy. If the CPUutilization is higher
than the given threshold, one more instance will be added to
avoid the pending queue starvation problem.

7 RELATED WORK

Dynamic Resource Provisioning. Several dynamic resource pro-
visioning approaches have been proposed to meet the appli-
cation performance requirement in cloud environment [16],
[22], [23], [24]. These works mainly adopt control theory to
achieve an autonomic dynamic resource system. In [22], Ruth
et al. designed designed a virtualization-based computational
resource sharing platform, which allows dynamic machine
trading to meet the request demand. Ali-Eldin et al. [16]
introduced a hybrid adaptive elasticity controller with a pro-
active controllers for scaling down resources to meet the ser-
vice level agreements (SLAs) requirements and a reactive
approach for scaling up resources. Bod�ık et al. [23] combined
statistics andmachine learning techniques to address the per-
ceived shortcomings of using closed-loop control. In [24],
Wang et al. proposed a fuzzy model predictive controller that
combines the control theory and the fuzzy rules to automati-
cally manage the resources in a virtualized system. These
works show interesting results of improving performance of
cloud computing platforms but do not target at minimizing
the total running cost. Besides, the mobile traffic shows high
short-term variations, making it difficult or expensive to scale
resources frequently to closelymatch the request demand.

Workload Scheduling. Scheduling bas been applied to auto-
mate the management of traffic with multiple optimization
criteria, such as budget constraints, security deadlines and

Fig. 14. (a) Reschedule requests rate. (b) Delay tolerance non-miss rate.

Fig. 15. Instance hours with different delay constraints.
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other SLAs.Wu et al. [25] developed a selectionmodel tomin-
imize infrastructure cost and meet multiple service provider
SLAs parameters in the cloud. In [26], a greedy algorithm is
proposed to efficiently schedule workload for practical multi-
media cloud to minimize the response time. Mao et al. [27]
proposed to schedule instances and determine the suitable
execution plan in a cost-efficient way, considering both the
number and the type of instances. Besides, one of the most
popular solution is to convert the resource allocation optimi-
zation problem into a linear programming problem with
SLAs constraints [28], [29], but the linear programming
approach may not scale well when the number of parameters
becomes large. In [30], Pandey et al. considered the cost of
bulky data transfer between tasks in scientific applications.
Different from the time-consuming workload in the cloud,
mobile applications requests features short processing time,
large volume and high fluctuations, thus existing workload
scheduling algorithms that are based on requiredCPU/mem-
ory resource and deadlines are not applicable for mobile
request scheduling.

Prediction Techniques.Workflow or resource usage predic-
tion has been largely used for scaling resources in the cloud
[31], [32], [33], [34], [35], [36]. In [31], Islam et al. presented
prediction-based resource measurement and provisioning
strategies using neural network and linear regression to sat-
isfy upcoming resource demands. Iqbal et al. [32] used time-
series forecasting with reactive techniques to automatic allo-
cate resources on a cloud. Niu et al. [33], [34] introduced a
statistical model and used time-series analysis techniques to
forecast the demand of videos and the performance in peer-
assisted VoD services, based on which the video service pro-
vider can dynamically book bandwidth resources to match
the fluctuated demand. In [35], Wu et al. proposed an epi-
demic model to predict the viewing requests in a social
media application, and scale the application to efficiently
store and migrate contents among different data centers in a
geo-distributed cloud. In [36], Roy et al. described a look-
ahead resource allocation algorithm using predictive models
control based on a limited horizon. In this paper, we have uti-
lized machine learning algorithms and historical data to
predict future request demand, which serves as input for
backend capacity optimization.

8 CONCLUSION

One of the major objectives of mobile application developers
is to provide guaranteed service quality with minimum
costs. In this paper, we present Razor, a novel mobile back-
end management mechanism that can significantly reduce
the cost of backend provisioning. In stark contrast with
existing solutions that try to match backend resources with
highly-fluctuated traffic, Razor exploits a different way, that
is, smoothing out mobile traffic profiles by postponing
delay-tolerant user requests. Razor features an integrated
two-tier structure that combines periodic backend capacity
optimization with dynamic request scheduling to achieve an
effective backendmanagement. A fully-functional prototype
of Razor has been implemented onAmazon EC2, and experi-
mental results on 3 representative mobile traffic traces con-
firm that Razor can help developers cut down expenses on
backendwhile preserving the user experience.
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